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YEAR OF composition9compositioncompositions9

composition is alive and well on oahubahu
having received an additional boost from the
recent year of composition workshop
held at BYU hawaii campus and co spon
soredbored by the hawaii council of teachers of
englishengjishengrish on saturday september 18

the workshop was designed to accom-
plish two major objectives which will con-
tinue to be the mainstaysmainstays for future efforts
the two major goals were 1 to give compo-
sition teachers at both university and high
school levels the chance to associate with
each other and learn from each other indi-
vidually

stance the university of hawaiis new essay
and 2 to give teachers as a group placement test for all incoming freshmen

a chance to see exactly what programs and generates four class levels into which stu-
dentsofferings are available at other schools dur-

ing
are separated BYU hawaii uses a si-

milarthe day many opportunities were pro-
vided

entrance test which also includes a
for the participants to mingle with reading and a listening test however the

each other for discussions both formal and students are only divided into three separate
informal for many this brainstorming op-
portunity

classes based on test results some uniform
portunity was the highlight of the workshop placement system seems to be either in use

or desired by nearly every school
the in class teaching technique section

was an exciting part of the workshop as
specific teaching devices were demonstrated
for instance the college teachers learned
how to paragraph writing using geometrical
shapes introductions using a common
childs puzzle outlining using an analytical
grigridiridd and logic using a series of deceptively
simple anecdotes one certain conclusion of
the workshop contrary to currently pre-
vailing notions in some quarters is that the
cclassroomlassroom is not dead as an effective edu-
cationalcational environment innovation experi-
mentationthe workshop attempted to include the and new ideas are readily avail-
ablewhole range of the composition students

progress from placement in the appropriate the highlight of the out of class demon-
strationsclass through both in class and out of class the BYU ha-
waii
st was a tour through

teaching techniques to evaluation devices language skills lab with its director
used to test the student at the end alice pack participants saw specific ma-

terialsthose making presentations came from for all levels of reading writing lis-
teningfive different high schools three different and speaking sophisticated pro-
gramscolleges and three different universities so such as the use of automated readers

participants were exposed to a wide range of or computer assisted programs were demon-
stratedideas and programs throughout the day side by side with old standbysstandbys such

variety was one key word of the day as tutorials and easy readers the laboratory
concerning the placing of students in the approach is one that seems to be gaining
proper class some schools revealed careful everywhere primarily because it can be per-

sonalizedtesting procedures while others went strictly to isolate each students indi-
vidualby previous grades and experience for in problem
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WORKSHOP by gregcreggrea larkin
finally during a section on exit tests the therefore we plan to hold a second an-

nualparticipants were introduced to the BYU composition workshop this coming win-
terhawaii portfolio program which is used in the plans are being laid now for a two

all required general education english day workshop featuring guest participants
classes in this program teachers exchange from the mainland the south pacific and
papers at the end of each semester to check asia we are planning to have a TESL sec-

tionon thetlletile progress of other students and to featuring major names in TESL theory
have the progress of their own students also and practice if you would like to help es-

peciallychecked this ensures that each student gets pecially if you have some specific teaching
an objective and fair evaluation of his work techniques to present please contact dr
and that no student can pass the course greg larkin communications and language
without attaining minimum proficiency stan-
dards

arts division BYU hawaii campus laie
few schools currently use such a HI 96762

structured exit system as the portfolio pro-
gram but in the face of the continued de-
cline
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0on national test averages such a pro-
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the workshop felt that the sug-
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measurable improvement in teaching compo-
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